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Re:

Co1nments on the CEQA Analysis for the 226 13th Street Pn"?iec.t
<PLN15320)

Dear Chair Moore , Honorable Membe1·s of the Oakland Planning Commission m1d
Mr. Vollman:
We write on behalf of Oak.land Residents for Responsible Development t.o
comment on the City of Oakland's analysis of the 226 13th Street Project ("Project)
pursuant to the California ·E nvironmental Quality Act ("CEQA Analysis"). 1 The
Project includes a five-story building over a two-story podium with approximately
262 multi-family units, parking for approximately H)8 vehicles, and approximately
1.2,090 square foot of retail space on 14th Street.

The CEQA Analysis evaluates the Project's potential environmental impacts
and consistency with the Lake :M erritt Station Area Plan, as well as Oakland's 1998
1

Pub. Resources Code§§ 21000 et seq.
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General Plan Land Use and Transport.ation Element Environmental Impact Report
("EIR''), the 2010 General Plan Housing Element Update EIR and 2014 Addendum,
and the 2011 Central District Urban Renewal Plan Amendments EIR.
We reviewed the CEQA Analysis and.applicable plans, and we identified
several flaws in the analysis, as well as new information regarding new or more
seve1·e impacts than previously analyzed in the Ll\llSAP EIR. Furthermo1·e, we
identified several mitigation measures not previousl)r analyzed that would i·educe
significant impacts. Specifically, the CEQA Analysis fails to analyze and mitigate
t,he Project's construct.i on health i·isks to the surrounding community, which are
new or more severe than previously analyzed, and fails to adequately analyze and
mitigate the Project's significant VOC emissions during construction. Therefore,
the City lacks substantial evidence to suppoxt t.he conclusions in its CEQA Analysis
and an EfR is required.
We reviewed the CEQA Analysis, LMSAP EIR, and other plans and EIRs
with the help of experts J.Matt Hagemann and Jessie Jae.ger. Their attached
technical comments are submitted in addition to t.he comments in this letter.2
Accordingly, they must be addressed and responded to separately. The curricula
vitae of these experts are also attached as exhibits to this letter.
I.

STA1'EMENT OF INTEREST

Oakland Residents for Responsible Development ("Oakland Residents") is an
unincorporated association of individuals and labor organizations that may be
adversely affected by the potential impacts associated with Project development.
The association includes Alan Guan, Risi Agbabiaka, Peter Lew, Bridgette Hall,
Tanya Pitts, the International Brotherhood of Electrical 'Workers Local 595,
Plumbers and Steamfitters Local 342, Sheet Metal Workers Local 104, Sprinkler
Fitters Local 483, and their members and theii· families who live and/or work in the
City of Oakland and. Alameda County.
The individual members of Oakland Residents live, work. and raise their
families in the City of Oakland. They would be directly affected by the Projecfs
impacts. Individual members may also work on the Pl'.Oject itself. They will
2

See Letter from Matt Hagemann and Jessie ,Jaege1·. SWAPE. to Lam•a Horton re: Comments on the
14th & Alice Project (hereinafter, "SWAPE Comments"), May 31, 2016. Attachment A.
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therefore be fixst in line to be exposed to any health and safety hazards that may
exist on the Project site.
The organizational members of Oakland Residents also have an interest. in
enforcing the City's planning and zoning laws and the State's environmental laws
that encourage sustainable development and ensure a safe working environment for
its members. Environmentally detrimental projects can jeopardize future jobs by
making it more difficult and more expensive for business and industry to expand in
the region, and by making it less desirable for businesses to locate and people to live
there. Indeed, continued degradation can, and has, caused restrictions on growth
that reduce future employment opportunities. Finally, Oakland Residents'
members are concerned about projects that present environmental and land use
impacts without providing countervailing economic and community benefits.

II.

THE CITY MAY NOT RELY ON PREVIOUS ENVIRONMENTAL
ANALYSIS FOR PROJECT APPROVAL

CEQA has two basic purposes, neither of which is satisfied by the CEQA
Analysis. Firstj CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and the public about
the potential, significant environmental impacts of a project before harm is done to
the environment.a The EIR is the "heart" of this requirement:1 The EIR has been
described as "an environmental 'alarm bell' whose purpose it is to alert the public
and its responsible officials to environmental changes before they have reached
ecological points of no return."5
To fulfill this function, the discussion of impacts in an EIR must be detailed,
complete, and "reflect a good faith effort at full disclosure."6 An adequate EIR must
contain facts and analysis, not just an agency's conclusions. 7 CEQA requires an
EIR to disclose all potential direct and indirect, significant; environmental impacts
of a project.B
1

14 Cal. Code Regs. § 15002(a)(l) ("CEQA Guidelines"); Berlwle.v Keep .Jets Over t:he Bay o. Bd. ol
Port C01nm 'rs. (200 l) 9 l Cal.App.4th 1344, I 354 ("Berheley .Jet.s"); Connty of Inyo v. Yorty (197:1) a2
Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
1
• l1/o Oil, Inc. v. Cit.y of Los Angeles (1974) 13 CaL3d 68, 84.
5
County oflnyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
'' CEQA Guidelines§ 15151; San Joaqu.i'.n Raptor!W£ldh:fe Rescne Center v. Count.Ji of StanZ:slans
(1994) 27 Cal.App.4th 713, 721-722.
7
See Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Boa.rd of Superv1'.sors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 568.
8
Pub. Resources Code§ 21 lOO(b)(l); CEQA Guidelines § 15126.2(a).
3506-00!kc
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Second, CEQA directs public agencies to avoid or reduce environmental
damage when possible by requiring imposition of mitigation measures and by
requiring the consideration of environmentally superior alternatives.H If an EIR
identifies potentially significant impacts, it must then propose and evaluate
mitigation measures to minimize these impacts.10 CEQA imposes an affirmative
obligation on agencies to avoid or i·educe environmental harm by adopting feasible
project alternatives or mitigation measures.11 \iVithout an adequate analysis and
description of feasible mitigation measures, it would be impossible for ag·encies
relying upon the EIR to meet this obligation.
Under CEQA, an EIR must not only discuss measures to avoid or minimize
adverse impacts, but must ensure that mitigation conditions are fully enforceable
through permit conditions, agreements or other legally binding instruments. 1 ~ A
CEQA lead agency is p1·ecluded from making the required CEQA findings unless the
record shows that all uncertainties regarding the mitigation of impacts have been
resolved; an agency may not rely on mitigation measures of uncertain efficacy or
feasibility . 1:l This approach helps "insure the integrity of the p1·ocess of decision by
precluding stubborn problems or serious criticism from being swept under the
rug."14

Following preliminary review of a project to determine whether an activity is
~mbject to CEQA, a lead agency is required to prepare an initial study to determine
whether to prepare an EIR or negative declaration, identify whether a program
EIR, tiering, 01· other appropriate.~ process can be used for analysis of the project's
environmental effects, or determine whether a· previously prepared EIR could he
used with the project, among other purposes.15 CEQA requires an agency to
analyze the potential environmental impacts of its proposed actions in an EIR
except in certain limited circumstances. Hi A negative declaration may be prepared
CEQA Guidelines§ 15002(a)(2) and (3); Berhele:y t!ets, 91 Cal.App.4th at 1354;. Laurel Heights
Improvement Ass'n v. Regents of the Um:versity of Cal. (1998) 47 Cal.3d 376, 400.
10
Pub: Resources Code§§ 21002.l(a). 21100(b)(:3).
II Id.,§§ 21002-21002.l.
i;o CEQA Guidelines§ 15126.4(a)(2).
11
mngs Count.y ~Farm Bu.r. v. Connt,y of HanfmYI (1990) 221 Ca1.App.3d 692, 727-28 (a groundwate1·
purchase agreement found to be inadequate mitigation because there was no recol'<l evidence t.hat
replacement water was available).
14
Concerned CitZ:Zens of Costa Mesa, Inc. u. 32nd Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929, 9::l5.
15
CEQA Guidelines§§ 15060, 15063(c).
16
Bee, e.g., Pub. Resources Code § 21100.
·>
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instead of an EIR when, after preparing an initial study, a lead agency dete1·mines
that a project "would not have a significant effect on the environment."17
When an EIR has been prepared for a project, CEQA requires the lead agency
to conduct subsequent or supplemental environmental review when one or 1nore of
the following events occur:
(a)

Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will require
major revisions of the environmental impact report;

(b)

Substantial changes occur with respect to the circumstances under
which the project is being undertaken which will require major
revisions in the environmental impact report; or

(c)

New information, which was not known and could not have been
known at the time the environmental impact report was certified as
complete, becomes available. ts

The CEQA Guidelines explain that the lead agency must determine, on the
basis of substantial E:~vidence in light of the whole record, if onH or more of the
following events occur:
(1)

Substantial changes are proposed in the project which will 1·equirP
major revisions of the previous EIR due to the involvement of ne'v
significant effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously
identified effects;

(2)

Substantial changes qccur with respect to the circumstances under
which the project is undertaken which will require major revisions of
the previous EIR due to the involvement of new significant
environmental effects or a substantial increase in the severity of
previously identified significant effects; 01·

(3)

New information of substantial importance, which was not known and
could not have been known with the exercise of reasonahh~ diligence at

17

Qua.U Botanical Gardens u. City of Encinitas (1994) 29 Cal.App.4th 1597; Pub. Resolll"ces Corle
§ 21080(c).
18
Pub. Resources Code§ 21166.
:3506·003rc
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the time the previous EIR was certified as complete or the negative
declaration was adopted, shows any of the following:
(A)

'l'he project will have one or more significant effects not
discussed in the previous EIR or negative declaration;

(B)

Significant effoct.s previously examined will be substantially
more severe than shown in the previous EIR;

(C)

Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be
feasible would in fact be fc~asible, and would substantially
reduce one or more significant effects of the project, but the
project proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure m"
altHrnative; 01·

(D)

Mitigation mHasures or alternatives which are considerably
different from those analyzed in the previous EIR would
substantially reduce one or more significant effects on the
environment, but the project proponents decline to adopt the
mitigation measure o.r alternative. rn

Only where none of the conditions described above calling for preparation of
a subsequent or supplemental EIR have occurred may the lead agency considc.~r
preparing a subsequent negative declaration, an Addendum or no furthei·
document;ation. 2 For Addendums specifically, which is one of several CEQA
exemption/streamlining avenues that the City claims is applicable to the Project,
CEQA allows Addendums to a previously certified EIR "if some changes or additions
are necessary hut none of the conditions described in Section 15162 calling for
preparation of a subsequent EIR have occurred."2 1

°

Here, the City has failed to demonstrate that the Project can be lawfully
approved based on the CEQA Analysis provided. Indeed, as explained in this letter,
the City must disclose, analyze; and mitigate the Project's significant impacts in an
EIR. Otherwise, the City's approval of the Project would violate CEQA.

19

CEQA Guidelines§ 15162(a)(l)-(3).
§ 15162(b).
cgQA Guidelines§ 15164.

~° CEQA Guidelines
21

:3506-003rc
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A.

The Project is Not Consistent with CEQA Addendum and
Exemption Requirements

The City claims t he Project is consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections
15162 (Subsequent EIR and Negative Declaration), 15164 (Addendums), and 15168
(Program EIRs). 22 However, the City's reliance on t.hese provisions is misplaced for
two reasons.
First, the CEQA Analysis does not simply provide "some changes or
a:dditions" to the EIR as is allowed under the Addendum provision; rather, it
includes over 2,000 pages of analysis for a large development project which is
different: from the project analyzed in the Ll\IISAP EIR.2:l Indeed, the City's
unlawful use of the Addendum. provision has occurred frequently in other projects in
Oakland. 2 " ·The City must discontinue this practice, which clearly violates CEQA.
Second. as explained further below, the Project will result in new or more seve1·c
significant impacts than analy~ed in previous EIRs, and the1·e are new mitigation
meas ures that were· not considered. in the previous EIRs, but that could reduce
those impacts to a less than significant level. In ~1ny case, the City's deeision must
be supported by s ubstantial evidence.25 Here, the City's decision not to prepare a
s ubsequent or s upplemental EIR for the Project is not supported by substantial
evidence.
The City also relies on additional CEQA provisions that allow approval of
projects without. an U:IR in narrow circumstances. Specifically, the Cit.y relies on
CEQA Guidelines Sections 15188 (Community Plan)2G and 15183.3 (Qualified
Infill)27 for Project app1·oval. However, the City's determination that exemptions
also apply is not supported by substantial evidence.
The exemptions apply only when a Project does not have impacts peculiar to
the proposed project that are new or more significant than previously analyzed or
can be substantially mitigated by uniformly applicable development policies .or
standards. The Project fails to meet these requfrements because the Project's
ii
23

CEQA Analysis, Attachment B. p. B-1 .

Id.., at p. 2.
4
J • See 2400 Valdez Street Pr<~jcct:. (PLN 15-336).

http:i/www2.Qaklandnet.com/oakca l/groups/ce<!,a/documents/report/oak057878.pdf.
2
~ Id.§§ 15162 (a). 15164(e), and 15168(c)(4).
26
CEQA Guidelines Section 15 183.
27
CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.3.
350(i·003l'C
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health risks from diesel particulate matter ("DPM") emissions during construction
are highly significant. In particular, because the LMSAP did not actually quantify
project-level health risks, the absence of any previous project-specific analysis
undermines the City's determinatio'n that Standard Conditions of Approval
("SCAs") would mitigate the impact. Furthermo1·e, the Project's VOC emissions
during consti·uction exceed the City's thresholds of significance. Unfortunately, the
LMSAP EIR did not fully address these peculiar and more significant impacts, and
there are mitigation measures not previously identified that would reduce these
·
significant impacts.
Thus, the Project will have new or more severe significant impacts than
previously analyzed in the LMSAP EIR. In addition, as described below, the sit.especific analysis conducted for the Project is flawed in several ways and the CEQA
Analysis fails to incorporate all feasible mitigation. Therefore, the City may not
rely on the CEQA Analysis fo1· Project approval, and must provide detailed analysis
of the Project's impacts in an EIR..

B.

The CEQA Analysis Fails To Adequately Analyze and Mitigate
Project-Specific Health Risk From Diesel Particulate Matter
1.

The City is Required to Quantif.y the Project's Health Rz:sh froni
DPM Emissions Dur£ng Constrnction

The California Air Resources Board ("CAR.B") identifies diesel particulate
matter ("DPM") as a toxic air contaminant ("TAG') based on published evidence of
a relationship bE:~tween diesel exhaust exposure and lung cancer and othe1· adverse
health effects. 28 In 2012, the Intenrntional Agency for Research on Cancer listed
diesel engine exhaust as "carcinogenic to humans." 2!> As with other air pollutants,
S\VAPE explains that DPM emissions during development const1·uction can i1npact
both on-site construction workers and the surrounding community such as schools
and residential sensitive receptors. ao
The LMSAP EIR concludes that "[d]evelopment facilitated by the proposed
Plan would potentially expose sensitive receptors to substantial health risks from

28
29

30

!.J!tp://www.arb.ca.1mv/researd1(diesel/diescl-hcallh)Um.
Id.
.
SW APE Comments, p. 14.
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[TACsJ from sources including both DPM and gaseous emissions."a1 Furthermore,
the LMSAP EIR found that while compliance with the City's SCAs "would entail the
preparation of site-specific health risk assessments which would reduce~ DPM
exposure to a less than significant level", the SCAs would not necess'arily reduce
gaseous TACs to a less-than-significant levet:l2 Therefore, the LMSAP EIR found
the impacts related to DPM exposure would be less than significant, while the
remaining TAC impacts (related to gaseous som·ces) would be significant and
unavoidable. 33
The LMSAP EIR did not address construction related exposures because
"[t]he specificity of detail necessary to conduct a health risk assessment is not
available at the Plan stage ... "34 The LMSAP EIR thus deferred the assessment of
health risks from construction activities to the project level stage where projectspecific impacts and mitigation measures could be determined to ensure that DPM
<~xposure would not exceed applicable thresholds.
As explained by SWAPE, however, the CEQA Analysis completely fails to
evaluate the health risk posed to nearby sensitive receptors from exposure to DPIVI
emissions released dul'ing Project construction, despite the indication in the LMSAP
EIRthat a health risk assessment ("HRA") would be required.:1 5 The City's
omission of an HRA is particularly egregious because there are several schools in
the area, including the American Indian Public Charter School, which is a charter
middle school with predominantly low-income, minority students within two blocks
of the Project. Oakland Cha1·ter High School is also just a few blocks away from the
Project site.
The CEQA Analysis justifies the omission by stating "[d]ue to the variable-~
nature of construction activity, the generation of TAC emissions in most cases
would be temporary ... Current models and methodologies for conducting health
risk assessments are associated with longer-term exposure periods of 9, 40, and 70
years, which do not correlate well with the temporary and highly variable nature of
construction activities.":rn
11

LMSAP DEIR, p, ES-34.
Id.
.i:1 Id., at 3.3-25.
14
· Id., at 3.3-39.
5
' SWAPE Comments, p. 14.
36
CEQA Analysis, p. 39,
_i2
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In addition, the CEQA Analysis s tates that although 'lt]he LMSAP ETR
determined that sensitive receptors in proximity to construction-related DPM.
emissions (generally within 200 meters) could be subject to increased cancer risk,
chronic health problems, and acute health risk," all future development projc~cts
pursuant to the LMSAP would be subject to basic consti·uction control measures
and best management p1·actices through implementation of SCA 19/ SCA-AIR-i.:n
SWAPE's analysis demonstrates that these justifications are misplaced.

Although the CEQA Analysis incorporates SCAs from the LMSAP , the Cit:y is
not absolved of CEQA's requirement that agencies disclose significant
environment.al impacts to the public and mitigate those impacts.as The CEQA
Analysis op~nly states that the LMSAP EIR determined that sensitive recepto1·s
may be subject to an increased cance1· l'isk due to construction activities.·Therefore,
CEQA mandates that the City quantify that risk in order to determine if the basic
construction control measures and best management practices in SCA 19/ SCA~AIR- ·
1will reduce DPM emissions to less than significant levels.
Furthermore, the CEQA Analysis assumes that because construction would
occur over a short period of tim.e, t.he health risk posed from construction activities
would be negligible. SWAPE. explains that this determination coriflicts with most
recent guidance published by the Office of Environmental Health Hazard
Assessment ("OEHHA"), the organization responsible for providing
recommendations for health risk assessments in California. OEHHA's Risll
Assessment Gnidelines: Guida.nee Manu.al for Preparation of Health Risk
Asses~ments, which was formally adopted by OEHHA in March of 2015, describes
the types of projects that warrant the preparation of a heal th risk assessment. :l!J
OEHHA guidance recommends that all short-t.erm projects lasting least two
months be evaluated fo1· cancei· risks to nearby sensitive receptors:HJ Here, Proj<;>.ct
construction is expected to last 24 months. In addition, Project construction will
produce emissions of DPM, as described in the CEQA Analysis. SWAPE explains
that OEHHA's recommendation that such short-term projects be evaluated for
cancer risks to nearby sensitive recepto1·s "reflects the most recent h ealth risk
assessment policy, and as such, an assessment of health risks to nearby sensi t ive

at

n Id.
.is CEQA Guidelines §§ 15126.2, 15126.4.
,
·
9
~ "Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA. February
2015, availab/I! at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/ hot sppts/hotspots2015.htmJ.
·IO

Id., at 8-18.
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receptors from construction should be included in a revised CEQA evaluation frn· the
Project." 41

2.

The Project Will Result in Significant HeaUh Ri'.shs from DPJVJ
Emissions Dun:ng Constrnction

In light of the City's failure to quantify the Project's impacts from DPM
emissions during construction, SvVAPE prepared a simple screening-level health
risk assessment using AERSCREEN. SWAPE's analysis demonstrates that
construction-related DPM emissions will result in a previously undisclosed
significant impact to the surrounding community:12
s~rAPE's

model inco1·porates updated construction emissions estimates, as
explained in more detail below. The updated California Emissions Estimator Model
Version CalEEMod.2013.2.2 ("CalEEMocl") annual emissions indicate that
construction activities will generate approximately 897.2 pounds of DPM over a 728
day construction period.13 Construction activity was simulated as a 1.4 acre
rectangular area source in AERSCREEN, with dimensions of 95 meters by 60
meters. SWAPE explains that a release height of three meters was selected to
represent the height of exhaust stacks on construction equipment, and .an initial
vertical dimension of one and a half meters was used to simulate instantaneous
plume dispersion upon release. Furthermore, an urban meteorological setting wai:;
selected with model-default. inputs for wind speed and direction distribution. ·14
SWAPE calculated the excess cancer risk for each sensitive receptor location,
for adults, children, and/or infant receptors using applicable HRA methodologi<:)s
prescribed by OEHR..t\.:15 OEHHA recommends the use of Age Sensitivity Factors
("ASFs") to account for the heightened susceptibility of young children to the
carcinogenic toxicity of air pollution.'Hi According to the revised guidance, quantified
cancer risk should be multiplied by a factor of ten during the first two years of life
(infant), and by a factor of three for the subsequent fourteen years of life (child aged
two until sixteen). Furthermore, in accordance with guidance set forth by the
11
·

SWAPE Comments, p. 15.

"~Id.
4

:1

H

45

Id
Id.
Id., at 16.

46

"Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessmems." OEHHA, February
2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015120 I5GuidanceManual.pdf:
:l506·00:lrc
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BAAQMD, SWAPE used 95th percentile breathing rates for infants and childre n and
801·h percentile breathing rates for adults.47 Furthermore, SWAPE used a cancer
potency factor of 1.1 (mg/kg-day)· 1 and an averaging time of 25,550 days. The
results of SWAP E's calculations ~re shown below.

Cair

DBR

EF
ED
AT

CPF

ASF

Jl_g/~3

0.9825

. 0.9825

L/kg-day

233

572

1090

days/year

365

365

365

years

14

14

2

days
(mg/kg-day)

25550
4.6E-05

25550
l.lE-04

25550
3. lE-05

1/(mg/kg-day)

1.1

. 1.1

1.1

1

3

10

Concentration
.Daily breathing
rate
Exposure
Frequency
Exposure Duration
Averaging Time
Inhaled Dose
Cancer Potency
Factor
Age Sensitivity
Factor.
Cancer R isk

o.~)825

5.04E-05 3.71E-04 3.37E-04

SWAPE concludes that "[t]he excess cancer risk to adults, children, and
infants during Project construction for the sensitive receptors located 100 meters
away are 50.4, 371, and 337 in one million, respectively."·18 The adult, child, and
infantile exposure for the sensitive receptors clea1·ly exceed the BAAQMD threshold
of 10 in one million.'1!1 Thus, the Project will result in significant health risks from
DPIVI emissions during construction. As a result, SWAPE concludes that the City .

must prepare a refined HRA using site-specific meteorology and specific equipment
usage schedules and include the HRA in an EIR to examine air quality and public
health i1npacts generated by Project. construction.50
47

"Air Toxics NSR Program Health R.isk Screening Analysis (HRSA) Guidelines," BAAQMD, January 20 IO.
available at: h!m://www.baaqmd .gov/~/media!Filcs/Engineeri ng/A ir%20Tox ics%20ProgramsllJ!].Uuidelincs.ash x,
p. 2-3.
48
SW APE Comments, p. 16.

49

BAAQMD CEQA Air Quality Guidelines, p. 2-5,

hllp:/Jwww.baaqmd.gov/~/media/Files/P l anning%20and%20Research/CEOAIBAAOMD%20CEQ!\.J'920Gu idc l ines

May%20201 1 5 3 11.ashx.
36 SW APE Comments. p. 16.
3506 ·003rt~
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3.

The City Fails to Incorporate all Feasible Mitigation Measures
Required to Reduce Significant Impacts froni DPM Emissions

SWAPE's screening-level HRA demonstrates that construction of the Project
would result in significant health risks. 0 ' Thus, SWAPE provides a detailed list. of
mitig!:ltion measures that could be incorporated to reduce DPM exposure. Although
the CEQA Analysis incorporates SCA AIR-1(SCA19)·from the LMSAP FEIR, t.he
Project. would require even further m<~asm·es to reduce the significant impacts from
DPM emissions to less than significant levels. SWAPE notes that additional
mitigation measures can be found in the Califo1·nia Air Pollution Control Offic<:~rs
Assocjation's ("CAPCOA") Quantif.ying Green.house Gas Mitigation Measures, which
reduces GHG emissions, as well as reduce Criteria Ai1· Pollutants such as
particulate matter (PM).52 Mitigation measures for particulate matter emissions.
which are described in further detail in SWAPE's comments, indude::rn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Limiting construction equipment beyond regulation requirements;
Requiring implementation of diesel control measures as described by the
Northeast Diesel Collaborative ("NEDG');
Repowering or replacing older construction engines;
Installing retrofit devices on existing construction equipment;
Using electric or hybrid construction equipment;
Instittiting a Heavy-Duty Off-Road Vehicle. Plan;
Implementing a Construction Vehicle Inventory Tracking System; and
"Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices," i·ecommended by the Sacramento
Metropolitan Afr Quality Management. District ("SMAQMD"). 1i·f

The CEQA Analysis is inconsistent with t:he LMSAP because it fails to
quantify the health risk associated with DPM emissions for this Project, as
.
anticipated under the LMSAP EIR. Furthei:more., the City failed to identify and
incorp01·ate feasible mitigation measures, not previously identified, that would
reduce the Project's highly significant health risk impacts during construction. In
light of the fact that the LMSAP EIR identified th e 'health risk from DPM during
constl'uction as a less t~an significant impact, this Project does, h1 fact, present.
substantial new information showing a. new or more severe significant impact than
51

Id., at 17.
hllp://www.capcoa.org/wp-contenllyploads/20 I Oil I /CAPCOA-Quantification-Reporl-9-1 4-Final.pdf.
53
SW APE Commems, p. 17 - 21.
.
4
~ http:i/www.airquality.org/ceqa/Ch3EnhancedExhauslControl I0-2013.ru!f
52

0
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previously analyzed. FurtheTmore, there are mitigation measures not previously
identified that could potentially reduce the impact to less than significant levels.
Therefore, CEQA requii·es the City to prepare an EIR for the Project, and the City
may not rely on the CEQA Analysis for Project approval.

B.

The CEQA Analysis Fails To Adequately Analyze and Mitigate
Project-Specific Construction Emissions
1.

The CEQA Analysis Uses Unsubstantiat;ed Input Parameters to
Estimate Project Emissions

The CEQA Analysis for the Project relies on emissions calculated from
CalEEMod. 55 As explained by SWAPE, CalEEMod provides recommended default
values based on site specific information, such as land use type, meteorological data,
total lot acreage, project type and typical equipment associated with project type. If
more specific project information is known, the user can change the default values
and input project-specific values, but CEQA requires that such changes be justified
by substantial evidence.5G Once all the values are inputted into the model, the
Project's construction and operational emissions are calculated and "output files"
are generated. These output files disclose to the reader what parameters were
utilized in calculating the Project's air pollution emissions, and make known which
default values were changed, as well as provide a justification for the values
selected. 57
When reviewing the CalEEMod output files for the air quality analysis,
SWAPE found that several of the values inputted into the model are "are not.
consistent with information disclosed in the CEQA Analysis."58 For example) the
City's CEQA Analysis specifically describes that the Project will involve grading,
paving, architectural coating, drilling and hauling dm·ing demolition and
excavation. As a result, the GHG emissions associated with the construction and
operation of the Project are "greatly underestimated."liH When SWAPE corrected

~ 5 Ca!EEMod website, available at: )lttp://www.caleempd.com(
6
' CalEEMod User Guide, pp. 2, 9.
s; Id.
58
SW APE Comments, p. 2.
59
Id.
:3506·003rc
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those values, the model shows that the Project will have a significant voe impact. 60
The model values a1·e incorrect for eight reasons.
e
o

•
w

e
e

o

•

The CalEEMod model output files are incomplete.
The CalEEMod model relies upon an inconect intensity factors.
The EMFAC2014 emission factors are insufficiently supported.
The CalEEMod model fails to include grading equipment for the grading
phase.
The CalEEMod model underestimates paving square footage and
equipment.
The CalEEMod model fails to include appropriate consti·uction equipment
for architectural coating.
The CalEEl\llod model fails to include a drill rig in the equipment'
estimates.
The CalEEMod model underestimates the number of hauling trucks for
demolition and excavation.in

Because the City's modeling of air emissions fails to account for all aspc~cts of
the Project, as described by the City itself, the City's modeling and analysis of air
quality impacts are not supported by substantial evidence.

2.

Corrected Model Shows Significant VOC Impact and Higher
Emissions Levels

In light of the City's failure to adequately analyze emissions, SWAPE
prepared an updated air model using CalEEMod. SWAPE's analysis demonstrates
that the Project will result in a significant VOC impact. <> 2
SWAPE explains that the updated model used a C02 intensity factor of 457
lbs/MWh, which is consistent with applicable guidance. In addition, the model
relies upon the CalEEI\1od default values of 0.029 lb/MWhr and 0.006 lb/MWln for
the CH4 Intensity factor and N20 Intensity factor, respectively. S\VAPE also
updated the equipment list to include an additional grader during the grading
phase, paving-specific equipment during the phases that require paving, an
additional air compressor for the finishes and coating phases, and an additional
c.o Id.
61
(1

2

Id., at p. 2 -- 12.
Id.. at 12.
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drilling rig for the shoring phases.63 SWAPE also increased the number of hauling
trips for the demolition phase to 156 trips a1'ld increased the numbe1· of hauling
trips for the mass excavation phase to 813 trips in an effort to accurately estimate
t.he number of trips that will be required for material export.Ci~ The basis for ea.ch
corrected input is explained in SWAPE's comments.
When these corrected input parameters are used to model emissions, SWAPE
finds that the Project's construction emissions increase significantly compa1·ed to
the CEQA Analysis·' model. G5 Specifically, SWAPE finds that the Project's
construction-related VOC emissions exceed. the City of Oakland significance
threshold of 54 pounds per day.M SWAPE explains that even just sho1·t-term
exposure ·to voe emissions can cause eye and respiratory tract irritation,
headaches, dizziness, visual disorders, fatigue, loss of coordination, allergic skin
reactions, nausea, and memory impairment.<;7 ·Longer-term exposure can cause
damage to t he liver, kidneys, and central nervous system.68 These health problems
can affect both on-site construction workers and the surrounding communit.y.H9

- -- -- - -

Construction Emissions (lbs/day}
voe ·NOx co
CEQA Analysis Model
0.7
5.8 9.2
City of Oakland Thresholds
54
54
Exceed?
No
No No
SWAPEModel
55
34 eo
City of Oakland Thresholds
54
54
Exceed?
Yes No .No
------

PM10 . PM2.6
0.7

0.4

82

54
No

No
9
82
No

4 ·

54

No

Therefore, SWAPE concludes that an updated CEQA evaluation should be
prepared as part of an EIR that includes an updated model to adequately estimate
the Project's cmissioils during construction. Furthermore, SWAPE concludes that

''~ Id., at 12 -· 13 .
. M

Id.

Id.
<>6 Id., at 13.
67
https://toxtown.nlm.nih.gov/ text_version/chemicals.php?id:.;;31.
(•S Id.
69
SWAPE, p. 13.

M
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additional mitigation measures must be identified and incorporated in the EIR to
reduce voe emissions to a less than significant level. 70
3.

The City Fails to Incorporate Sufficient Feasible Mitigation
lvlea.sures To Reduce Significant VOC Eniissions

SWAPE notes that "[n]umerous additional and feasible mitigation measures
are available to reduce VOe emissions, including the following which are l'OUtinc-)ly
identified in other CEQA matters as feasible mitigation measures":7J
e
o

•

Use of zero-VOe emissions paint (the CEQA Analysis only commits to
using "low voe coatings'');72
Use of materials that do not require paint; and
Use of spray equipment with greater transfer efficiencies.

SW APE concludes that when these mitigation measures are combined, "these
measures offer a feasible way to effoctively reduce the Project's construction-related
VOC emissions to a less than significant level."73 As such, CEQA mandates that the
City prepare an EIR to adequately analyz(~ and mitigate significant impacts from
Project const1·uction VOC emissions which exceed the City's significance threshold.

70

Id.
Id.
n CEQA Analysis p. 97.
73
SWAPE Comments, p. 13.
71
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III.

CONCLUSION

The City failed to comply with CEQA's procedural and evidentiary standards
i_n its CEQA Analysis. As explained above, the CEQA Analysis fails to analyze and
mitigate the Project's significant health i·isks posed to the surroundiiig community
from DPM emissions and the Project's significant VOC emissions. Both of these
significant impacts are new or mo.1·e sevel'e significant than previously analy2.ed,
and mitigation measures, which are considerably different from those analyzed in
the LMSAP EIR, would substantially reduce thes·e significant effects, but have not
been required in the CEQA Analysis. For these reasons, we urge, the City to revise
it.s analysis, identify feasible mitigation measure and disclose its revised analysis in
a.n EIR; as required by CEQA, before the City considers approval of the Project.
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